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The aim of this book is to bring together social scientists, cognitive scientists, psychologists, neuroscientists,
neuropsychologists and others to promote a dialogue about the variety of processes involved in social cognition, as well
as the relevance of mirroring neural systems to those processes. Social cognition is a broad discipline that encompasses
many issues not yet adequately addressed by neurobiologists. Yet, it is a strong belief that framing these issues in terms
of the neural basis of social cognition, especially within an evolutionary perspective, can be a very fruitful strategy. This
book includes some of the leading thinkers in the nascent field of mirroring processes and reflects the authors’ attempts
to till common ground from a variety of perspectives. The book raises contrary views and addresses some of the most
vexing yet core questions in the field – providing the basis for extended discussion among interested readers and laying
down guidelines for future research. It has been argued that interaction with members of one’s own social group
enhances cognitive development in primates and especially humans (Barrett & Henzi, 2005). Byrne and Whiten (1988),
Donald (1991), and others have speculated that abilities such as cooperation, deception, and imitation led to increasingly
complex social interactions among primates resulting in a tremendous expansion of the cerebral cortex. The evolutionary
significance of an imitation capability in primates is matched by its ontological consequences.
The tools, concepts, and vocabulary of phenomenology are used in this book to explore language in a multitude of
contexts.
Imitation is an often-observed form of behavior that is beginning to attract widespread attention on the part of a variety of
researchers. Imitative acts of newborn babies and development of imitation skills in later life have been discussed in a
variety of scientific studies, but the large amount of observational and experimental data has been widely dispersed.
There is a need for a synthetic study in which the results of this research can be analyzed and the neural mechanisms of
imitation can be explored and established. Imitation in Human and Animal Behavior fulfills this need. This book presents
an overview of a number of studies on imitative behavior of humans and animals, concentrating on selected cases of
imitative behavior. The early chapters discuss the results of studies on humans, from ages of about one hour, to three
years of age, and older. It has been shown, for example, that newborn babies under one hour old are already able to
imitate simple facial gestures. There is a chapter devoted to the role of imitation in the cognitive development of children
and adolescents, describing also the use of imitation as a method in the therapy of phobias. Finally, there is a section
that concentrates on imitation related to the tragic social problem of suicide among adolescents and adults, including upto-date statistical and clinical data. The second half of the book focuses on the data obtained in studies on feeding
among animals, including examples of interspecies imitation. Newly hatched chicks, for instance, imitate their mother in
selection of grain color; this is also true when the mother is replaced with an arrow-shaped object resembling a pecking
beak. Included are observations on learning by imitation in rats, cats, and monkeys, offering some data related to
learning by following the leader. The book also describes cases of inhibition of imitation in both humans and animals,
including a clinical case in which imitative behavior was disrupted after surgery on prefrontal lobes of the brain. Imitation
in Human and Animal Behavior is solidly rooted in observational and experimental data, discussing the possible neural
mechanisms underlying imitative behavior. A hypothetical brain mechanism responsible for imitative behavior is
proposed. Imitation in Human and Animal Behavior will be fascinating and enlightening reading for psychologists,
neuroscientists, pediatricians, as well as nonprofessionals interested in behavior and development.
An interdisciplinary overview of current research on imitation in animals andartifacts.
Written by the leading experts in autism research, this text provides a summary of all current knowledge related to the
behavioral, experiential, and biomedical features of the autism spectrum disorders.
Volume I of the handbook presents contemporary, multidisciplinary, historical, theoretical, and methodological aspects of
how body movements relate to language. It documents how leading scholars from differenct disciplinary backgrounds
conceptualize and analyze this complex relationship. Five chapters and a total of 72 articles, present current and past
approaches, including multidisciplinary methods of analysis. The chapters cover: I. How the body relates to language and
communication: Outlining the subject matter, II. Perspectives from different disciplines, III. Historical dimensions, IV.
Contemporary approaches, V. Methods. Authors include: Michael Arbib, Janet Bavelas, Marino Bonaiuto, Paul Bouissac,
Judee Burgoon, Martha Davis, Susan Duncan, Konrad Ehlich, Nick Enfield, Pierre Feyereisen, Raymond W. Gibbs,
Susan Goldin-Meadow, Uri Hadar, Adam Kendon, Antja Kennedy, David McNeill, Lorenza Mondada, Fernando Poyatos,
Klaus Scherer, Margret Selting, Jürgen Streeck, Sherman Wilcox, Jeffrey Wollock, Jordan Zlatev.
The church is not only the central place of Christian worship but also a place of faith-filled education. Christly Gestures reframes
the very meaning of religious education, exploring what the form and content of Christian learning would look like if local churches
truly saw themselves as the body of Christ. Author Brett Webb-Mitchell begins with the writings of Paul, using them to clarify the
biblical image of Christ's body as the community of believers. Taking this powerful analogy to heart, he suggests that Christian
education must not only nurture the minds and spiritual lives of church members but also educate their bodies into the "Christly
gestures" - performing acts of faith that imitate Jesus and embody the gospel in daily life. In the quest for a richer, more relevant
understanding of Christian education, Webb-Mitchell provides meaningful answers to questions concerning the purpose, context,
ways, and means of educating Christians today.
In this society in which the essential is generally considered incidental (which is reflected in the unbearable dullness of the
contemporary man), Catherine David picks the essence from inconspicuous corners where it has been gathering dust and shows
us how she uses it to unlock the gates leading to inner beauty. In this remarkable series of 26 linked meditations, The Beauty of
Gesture, subtitled "The Invisible keyboard of Piano and T'ai Chi," the French journalist Catherine David explores the analogies
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between playing the piano and practicing t'ai chi chu'an. A serious pianist and student of martial arts, David draws on a wide
familiarity with literary and philosophical texts to evoke the intellectual and spiritual world of her imagination. "A beautiful act is an
island of absoluteness in an ocean of chance," she writes, and her essay reminds us that the world vibrates with possibilities,
necessities, and poetry for those who can focus attention.
The domain of neuroscience has had one of the most explosive growths in recent decades: within this development there has
been a remarkable and renewed interest in the study of the relations between behaviour and the central nervous system. Part of
this new attention is connected with the contribution of new technologies (PET, fMRI) permitting more precise mapping of neural
structures responsible for cognitive functions and the development of new theoretical models of mental activities. The diffusion of
new pathologies (for example the pattern of cognitive impairment associated with AIDS) has further enlarged the field of clinical
neuropsychology. Finally there has been an expanding clinical interest in the understanding and management of age-related
cognitive changes. This volume is the translated and updated version of the second edition of Manuale di Neuropsicologia
(Zanichelli, 1996), by the same authors, and it reflects the current status of the art. It is intended to blend clinical and theoretical
aspects of neuropsychology. The first part discusses the instrumental and clinical methods of investigation in neuropsychology,
together with their development. A long section is dedicated to the language and memory disorders. The impairment of non-verbal
cognitve functions, such as the disorders of space orientation, of of visuo-perceptive abilities, and of the emotions and attention,
are extensively discussed. The pattern of degenerative dementias is thorougly described, as e is thoroughly described, as well as
a number of new topics, such as a neuropsychological approach to consciousness. Finally, perspectives for treatment of some
cognitive disorders are outlined.
First published in 1999, this book brings together the extensive modern evidence for innate imitation in babies. Modern research
has shown imitation to be a natural mechanism of learning and communication which deserves to be at centre stage in
developmental psychology. Yet the very possibility of imitation in newborn humans has had a controversial history. Defining
imitation has proved to be far from straightforward and scientific evidence for its existence in neonates is only now becoming
accepted, despite more than a century of enquiry. In this book, some of the world's foremost researchers on imitation and
intellectual development review evidence for imitation in newborn babies. They discuss the development of imitation in infancy, in
both normal and atypical populations and in comparison with other primate species, stressing the fundamental importance of
imitation in human development, as a foundation of communication and a precursor to symbolic processes.
Originally published in 1945, this title was a follow-up to the author’s previous book The Human Hand. This time she looks at the
psychology of gesture and its relation to personality. The special place that a psychology of gesture merits is obvious. It permits a
direct knowledge of personality without any effort or misleading co-operation on the part of the subject, since it can be applied
without his being aware of the fact. The book ‘is constructed on a system of clinical studies and medico-psychological
interpretations.’ The author felt that this title must be regarded as a complementary study to her main studies.
The field of neuropsychology has grown rapidly in recently years. New developments have been of interest across disciplines to
cognitive, clinical, and experimental psychologists as well as neuroscientists. Neuropsychology presents a comprehensive
overview of where the field stands now relative to all these disciplines. Representing the critical areas in human neuropsychology,
this book begins with the history and development of the field and proceeds to discuss brain structure and function with regard to
attention, perception, emotion, language, and movement. Provides a comprehensive literature review Chapters represent the
critical areas in human neuropsychology Organized for ease of use and reference Contributors from medicine, experimental,
cognitive, and clinical psychology
Co-speech gestures are ubiquitous: when people speak, they almost always produce gestures. Gestures reflect content in the mind of the
speaker, often under the radar and frequently using rich mental images that complement speech. What are gestures doing? Why do we use
them? This book is the first to systematically explore the functions of gesture in speaking, thinking, and communicating – focusing on the
variety of purposes served for the gesturer as well as for the viewer of gestures. Chapters in this edited volume present a range of diverse
perspectives (including neural, cognitive, social, developmental and educational), consider gestural behavior in multiple contexts
(conversation, narration, persuasion, intervention, and instruction), and utilize an array of methodological approaches (including both
naturalistic and experimental). The book demonstrates that gesture influences how humans develop ideas, express and share those ideas to
create community, and engineer innovative solutions to problems.
In this book we take a fresh look at imitation. With the knowledge of some 20 years of research after Chomsky's initial critique of the
behavioristic approach to language learning, it is time to explore imitation once again. How imitation is viewed in this book has changed
greatly since the 1950s and can only be under stood by reading the various contributions. This reading reveals many faces, many forms,
many causes, and many functions of imitation-cognitive, social, information processing, learning, and biological. Some views are far removed
from the notion that an imitation must occur immediately or that it must be a per fect copy of an adult sentence. But the essence of the
concept of imitation is retained: Some of the child's language behavior originates as an imitation of a prior model. The range of phenomena
covered is broad and stimulating. Imitation's role is discussed from infancy on through all stages of language learning. Individual differences
among children are examined in how much they use imitation, and in what forms and to what purposes they use it. The forms and functions
of parent imitation of their child are considered. Second-language learning is studied alongside first-language learning. The juxtaposition of so
many views and facets of imitation in this book will help us to study the commonalities as well as differences of various forms and functions of
imitative language and will help us to discern the further dimensions along which we must begin to differentiate imitation.
Published version of dissertation submitted to the Faculties of Natural Sciences and Technology. Saarland University. Saarbrucken,
Germany, 2003.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Gesture in Human-Computer Interaction
and Simulation, GW 2005, held in May 2005. The 22 revised long papers and 14 revised short papers presented together with 2 invited
lectures were carefully selected from numerous submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement. The papers are organized in
topical sections on human perception and production of gesture, sign language representation, sign language recognition, vision-based
gesture recognition, gesture analysis, gesture synthesis, gesture and music, and gesture interaction in multimodal systems.
A state-of-the-art view of imitation from leading researchers in neuroscience and brain imaging, animal and developmental psychology,
primatology, ethology, philosophy, anthropology, media studies, economics, sociology, education, and law.
The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis, Fenichel's classic text, summarized the first half century of psychoanalytic investigation into
psychopathology and presented a general psychoanalytic theory of neurosis. When Otto Fenichel died, Anna Freud mourned the loss of 'his
inexhaustible knowledge of psychoanalysis and his inimitable way of organizing and presenting his facts'. These qualities shine through The
Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis which has been a standard reference for generations of psychoanalysts. For this anniversary edition, Leo
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Rangell has written an introduction that sets Fenichel's work in context. He sees Fenichel as a worthy heir to Freud; both men influenced their
followers by what Rangell calls 'the charisma of ideas'. In his epilogue, Rangell describes the fate of Fenichel's ideas and of this book as 'a
barometer of the place of psychoanalysis ... within the external intellectual world and, even more significantly, of the trends and shifting winds
of opinion within the psychoanalytic field itself'. He traces those trends through the turbulent controversies of the field, concluding that
Fenichel's observations are as fresh and relevant today as they were fifty years ago.
Unlike any other species, humans can learn and use language. In this book, Michael Arbib presents the Mirror System Hypothesis, which
suggests how complex imitation supported the breakthrough to pantomime, protosign and protospeech and then, through cultural evolution,
to fully fledged languages.
The Imitation of GesturesA Technique for Studying the Body Schema and Praxis of Children Three to Six Years of AgeElsevier
Brings together and interprets previously hard-to-find texts, new translations and passages detailing the interplay between philosophy and
psychopathology.
This handbook provides a comprehensive survey of what is now known about psychological development, from birth to biological maturity,
and it highlights how cultural, social, cognitive, neural, and molecular processes work together to yield human behavior and changes in
human behavior.
The Imitation of Gestures describes the sets of tests of the imitation of gestures in children performed by the examiner. These tests provide
valuable information about the development of motor skills, particularly the right-left orientation in children from 4 to 8 years of age. This book
is composed of two main sections encompassing 9 chapters. Part I presents the methods for studying the imitation of simple and complex
gestures of the hands and arms. This part also covers the application of these methods to children who would be likely to have disturbances
in motor and verbal development. The second part describes the supplementary tests to the Imitation of gestures test used for the study of
body image. This part also deals with the intercorrelations between the results obtained on the different tests, namely, the Imitation of
gestures, Drawn-a-man test, Grace Arthur mannequin puzzle, and the verbal test of naming and pointing to the body parts. Pediatricians,
neurologists, and clinical psychologists will find this book rewarding.
This 1991 book surveys research on gestures carried out from various perspectives: psycho- and sociolinguistic, ethological, social, cognitive,
and developmental psychological, and neuropsychological.
In the last decade, there has been a tremendous surge of research on the mechanisms of human action. This volume brings together this
new knowledge in a single, concise source, covering most if not all of the basic questions regarding human action: What are the mechanisms
by which action plans are acquired (learned), mentally represented, activated, selected, and expressed? The chapters provide up-to-date
summaries of the published research on this question, with an emphasis on underlying mechanisms.This 'bible' of action research brings
together the current thinking of eminent researchers in the domains of motor control, behavioral and cognitive neuroscience,
psycholinguistics, biology, as well as cognitive, developmental, social, and motivational psychology. It represents a determined
multidisciplinary effort, spanning across various areas of science as well as national boundaries.
How do children acquire language? How does real life language acquisition differ from results found in controlled environments? And how is
modern life challenging established theories? Going far beyond laboratory experiments, the International Handbook of Language Acquisition
examines a wide range of topics surrounding language development to shed light on how children acquire language in the real world. The
foremost experts in the field cover a variety of issues, from the underlying cognitive processes and role of language input to development of
key language dimensions as well as both typical and atypical language development. Horst and Torkildsen balance a theoretical foundation
with data acquired from applied settings to offer a truly comprehensive reference book with an international outlook. The International
Handbook of Language Acquisition is essential reading for graduate students and researchers in language acquisition across developmental
psychology, developmental neuropsychology, linguistics, early childhood education, and communication disorders.
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